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1. Democracy: The Central American Variants

Perceptions of what democracy is or ought to be vary according to historical contexts,
analytical constructs, and ideological convictions. This is clearly evident when we look at
the alternative possibilities offered by the liberal tradition with its emphasis on individual
rights and competition; the Marxist tradition which focuses on modes of production and
social class solidarity; and the organic tradition's more holistic approach and corporatist
linkage of state and society. Elite and popular tendencies within each of these traditions
yield yet more disparities: elite pluralism and citizen participation within liberalism; Leninist
dual power and parliamentary socialism within Marxism; and exclusionary corporatism and
inclusionary corporatism within the organic tradition. 2 Comparisons often tend to be raw as
when, in a conversation with then Nicaraguan Vice President, Sergio Ramírez, novelist
Salman Rushdie quoted Nina H. Shea, program director for the International League for
Human Rights, who stated, _Repression in Nicaragua is not as conspicuous or as bloody as
in other parts of Central America. But it is more insidious and systematic._ Ramírez shot
back, _You see, if we do not murder and torture people as they do in Salvador, it just proves
that we are so fiendishly subtle._3 In the mind of some critics, as long as the Sandinistas
remained in power, that was _proof_ of their anti-democratic nature. When the party
accepted its defeat in the 1990 elections and ceded power to the Chamorro government,
outgoing President Daniel Ortega was able to claim credit for the successful transition to
democracy in NicaraguaCwithout renouncing the Sandinista ideals of social class solidarity

and national unity. In order to better understand the achievements and remaining challenges
of one nation, it is necessary to know the general limitations that other nations have
experienced in circumstances which are similar in someCbut clearly not allCrespects.
This paper explores the democratic problematic throughout Central America in the belief
that an understanding of the limits of democracy on the isthmus helps to situate the efforts
toward democratic construction in Nicaragua. It presents a heuristic exercise without
pretending to solve the puzzle of how best to pursue democracy in the region. It does,
however, share with proponents of the popular tendencies of the three traditions mentioned
above the conviction that an appropriate, desirable and ultimately sustainable democracy is
one that incorporates and enfranchises the great majority of its citizens. It further seeks to
provide a preliminary sketch of the political parameters in the other Central American
countries with an eye toward seeing how the distinct patterns of development throughout the
region seem to fit the various traditions and tendencies of democracy mentioned above. This
exercise helps to situate the Nicaraguan experience in its regional and international context.
Finally, it offers a preliminary evaluation of the appropriateness of the traditions themselves.

2. The Democratic Problematic in Central America

Ortega's last act as president was the first step in the real revolution Nicaragua needed: It
moved his country toward replacing the rule of power with the rule of law.
[But]...[e]stablishing the rule of law in societies that have never known it may be too
much to ask of those who take power through arms...
The question is, then, can anyone accomplish this job, for it also seems to be beyond the
grasp of governments that reach office through the ballot. The presidencies of José
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Napoleón Duarte in El Salvador, Alan García in Peru, and Virgilio Barco in Colombia
were works of Greek tragedy. Determined to break their countries' traditions and
impose the rule of law, they ended up presiding over some of the most violent and
repressive periods in their nations' histories.4

The establishment of the rule of law, of course, is a very important constitutive element
of democracy. However, it can not simply be imposed upon a polity. In order for the rule of
law to be respected, other changes in the society, economy and culture must also be forged
to win people's trust and earn legitimacy. Recent studies of nonrevolutionary transitions
from authoritarian rule to some form of liberal democracy have been justified based upon the
normative preferences of their authors and their assertion that revolutions have been rare in
the past and are unlikely to succeed in the future. FurthermoreCaccording to this viewC,
attempts to radically restructure the state precipitate the growth of more severe or equal
forms of repression. Active opposition from the West is assured while support from
elsewhere is unavailable or unreliable.5 In the language of the traditions framing this
discussion, these authors state an explicit normative preference for liberal democracy over
either Marxist or organic democracy. This is so even though they generally agree that, with
the exception of revolutionary experiments, _variations in regime typeYdo not seem to have
had significant effect on the great and increasing inequalities which characterize the
economies and societies of Latin America._6
Even assuming a preference for liberal democracy, outside of Costa Rica it is difficult to
find any established political tradition to serve as an historical reference for
_redemocratization_ in Central America. _Rather,_ as Richard Stahler-Sholk notes,
_liberalization has to be conceived in terms of the aspirations of the majority of participants
in the overthrow of the authoritarian regime....Liberalization required the construction of an
3

entirely new order._7 In the context of Central America's perceived geopolitical importance
to the United States and the central role of armed insurgency in the Central American
transitions, the probability of the realization of the inauguration and consolidation of liberal
democracies in the region in the 1980s appeared to be low.8 Even in the 1990s, after the
fires of the cold war had cooled, the viability of liberal democracy in El Salvador, Honduras
and Guatemala was by no means assured, any more that it was in Nicaragua.
Liberal democracyCin general practice, elite pluralismCwould have to rely upon a high
degree of popular apathy or at least a low degree of popular mobilization. At a time when
social needs outstripped the institutional capacity of the state to deliverCor its political will
and creativityC, the tendency toward increasing citizen participation would receive little
encouragement from the ruling parties in the region. Peeler points persuasively, however, to
the attraction of liberal democracyCeven in its elite tendency.
Those who have suffered imprisonment and torture usually do see a difference. The
conventional concept of democracy emphasizes citizen rights and liberties which, to the
extent they are respected, guarantee that persons will not be arbitrarily abducted,
tortured, and murdered by the authorities. In many parts of Latin America today, the
realization of even that part of the democratic canon would be a major gain; there it
makes sense to work for the establishment of democracy, with all the imperfections we
know only too well. 9

Without denying that liberal democracy may, in some circumstances, constitute _Yan
unusually pleasant mode of being dominated,_10 critics remain not only unsatisfied with its
shortcomings but unpersuaded of its ability to serve as a means for the marginalized
majorities to realize even minimally adequate progress toward the solution of their most
pervasive and fundamental problems. These authors view liberal democracy as a system
which provides an effective mechanism for the distribution of power among political parties
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that represent the interests of owner classes. In this view of liberal democracy, _elections
have not been a means for the transfer of state power to workers or peasants._ Furthermore,
_when the possibility of such a transfer has appeared, the military has assumed power._11
They conclude that the capitalist state, which is ultimately protected by the use of military
coercion, must be overthrown by armed force. Only then, according to this view, once the
armed protector of the old state is dismantled, can the people build a new democracy which
will allow them to defend their own interests.12
Gabriel Aguilera argues that the apparent transition to elite pluralism which began in
Guatemala, El Salvador and Honduras in the 1980s is merely a means of maintaining the
status quo for the traditional political economy by making some lesser compromises to avoid
undergoing transformations of greater significance. By contrast, in Sandinista Nicaragua
democracy meant a commitment to the improvement of the minimal standard of living for
the poor and an eradication of racism and exploitation. _While the first approach guarantees
freedom of movement and expression to political interests of diverse classes,_ according to
Aguilera, _the second refers to the building of new societies with the participation of all the
population (such that)Ythe democratic and participatory (organizations of government) are
not necessarily realized through elections and political parties and they are not measured
simply by electoral results, but rather by indices of participation and by changes in living
conditions for the majority of the people._13 Throughout Central America, as in Nicaragua,
the question of democracy cannot be answered simply by reference to elections and due
process no matter how valued these may be. A demobilized democracy results in a system of
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rewards and punishments subject to elite manipulation. It spawns widespread popular
disenchantment with the clase política and engenders a culture of suspicion and ridicule.
The choices are clearly not easy ones. In the face of elite intransigence, the revolutionary
option may seem to be the only way to begin to fully incorporate workers and peasants into
the political process and, with them, to address a series of tremendous social and economic
imbalances. But those who pursue this option are made to pay a high price by
counterrevolutionary forces and their powerful outside backers.14 Not only is the price paid
in bearing the brunt of political conspiracy, military aggression and economic sabotage a high
one, but the payment period is made to last a long timeCand people grow weary.
Furthermore, the complex problems of governing in the context of scarce resources and weak
institutionsCboth public and privateCare not amenable to short term solution and tend to be
compounded by faulty analysis and/or inexperienced policy implementation. On the other
hand, a transition to elite pluralism (which will always be only partial) that cannot challenge
the perceived interests of the dominant coalition, including domestic and foreign elites, faces
severe limitations on what it can hope to accomplish in terms of promoting and defending
the most elementary rights of the majority of its citizens. But the problem is more difficult
still. Some argue that revolutionary transitions were possible only under the personalistic
dictatorships of Batista, Somoza, and Stroessner. This belief is reinforced by the strength
and sophistication of the repressive apparatuses in most countries vis à vis a relatively weak
insurgency and by a renewed interest in liberal democracy by the _relevant players_
throughout most of Latin America.15
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One way out of this problem is to assume that U.S. policy makers resisted revolutionaries
because they were _pro-Soviet._ In this scenario, revolutionary insurgencies are unlikely to
succeed in the future without the international support they might have received from the
Soviet Union. This might make it easier for the U.S. to accept the need for radical change in
the area and to accommodate it rather than to continue to resist it. Without U.S. military
backing of repressive regimes and counterrevolutionary forces, radical restructuring could be
accomplished by an incrementalist strategy.16 This seems to be the strategy of many Central
American progressives today. However, this argument seems to lose sight of the long history
of U.S. control in the area and protection of its perceived economic interests which predate
the existence of the Soviet Union. Nevertheless, in the post cold war period, it is possible to
envision a future U.S. regime that might respond to mass-based pressure and pursue an
enlightened policy more in keeping with the long term interests of the majorities in both
Central America and the United States.17 In conformity with the prevailing elite consensus,
President Clinton continues to link free markets and democracy, yet he also argues for social
responsibility and shows latent potential to forge a _new covenant_ or convergence that
might leave open the possibility of working toward a transnational concertación. Having said
this, we should never lose sight of the need for Central Americans to come to terms with
their own differences and to forge workable compromises among themselves with enough
flexibility to create the framework of a viable consensus for national and regional progress.
This is especially important if it turns out that revolutionary options are not on the near
horizonCas appears to be so in the mid-1990s. Given these alternatives and expectations,
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how might those dedicated to incorporating the vast majorities into the social, economic, and
political life of their nations accomplish their goals?

3. Liberal Democracy in Central America

The United States is always saying that there are democratic advances in Central America
because there have been elections of civilian governments in El Salvador, Honduras, and
Costa Rica.YIn Central America there is a situation of grand contradictions, between a
minority with access to well being and an immense majority forgotten and marginalized.
If these problems are not resolved, it will be difficult for democracy to function
elsewhere in Central America as it effectively does in Nicaragua. We are proud to
defend our idea of democracy which, besides elections, includes profound social change.
Democratic systems will be unable to endure in Central America without these profound changes. 18

Without putting too strict an interpretation on this statement by former Nicaraguan Vice
President Sergio Ramírez, many who would agree that liberal democracy has yet to
consolidate itself in El Salvador, Guatemala and Honduras, point instead to Costa Rica as
the only example of stable liberal democracy in Central America. For the past forty-five
years, Costa Rica has fit the pattern of liberal democracy. But which pattern does it fit
better: that of elite pluralism or that of citizen participation? And does it combine this
liberal democracy with any other tradition? A key success of Costa Rica's democracy has
been an accommodation among competing elites. The circle of elites has widened over time,
but it has not focused attention on mass mobilization in the direction of a democracy of
citizen participation. 19 Costa Rica abolished the military and established a representative
government and a welfare state in the late 1940s.20 From 1949 to 1982, national
development was based on the premise _Y that unfettered capitalism causes undesirable and
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destabilizing socioeconomic dislocations and inequalities._21 Thus the state provided social
guarantees, regulated businesses, owned certain means of production, engaged in joint
ventures with private capital, made public investments, and redistributed income.22 Social
welfare and education initiatives, especially in the 1960s, helped to reduce the concentration
of income among the top twenty percent while improving indices of infant mortality and life
expectancy. However, by the 1980s evidence of a deterioration in the distribution of income
began to appear. Land reform efforts did not meet with great sustained support or success as
the pace of growth in the number of people needing land outstripped the rate of distribution
of titles.23 In the 1980s and 1990s Costa Rica was traveling the standard path of economic
restructuring and adjustment so familiar elsewhere on the isthmus. This direction threatened
the social cohesion and coping mechanisms of Costa Rican democracy, casting doubt upon
its ability to negotiate a difficult and uncertain future.
Former President Oscar Arias praised Costa Ricans for their tolerance of bad policies and
worsening conditions and proposed that liberal democracy could offer a way to solve the
country's social problems such that _Costa Rica (could) demonstrate to the world that it is
possible to build a more just society and that it can be accomplished at a much lower social
cost within a (liberal) democratic framework than a Marxist one._24 Having said that, Arias
believed that violent change would probably return if peaceful change were to fail.
However, he reported in 1983 that economic power had become overly concentrated and
that since 1949 political power had become increasingly concentrated as power at the
municipal level had diminished. Given these conditions, he concluded that _Ythe
democratic system should struggle to distribute power, economic as well as political, and this
9

is a difficult struggle because power tends to become concentrated, so we need to find
mechanisms to distribute it....We need economic democracy because liberal political democracy is
insufficient._25 The standard approach to economics, however, has tended to concentrate
economic resources rather than to make them available to broader sectors of the population.
The social democratic project of the 1948-1980 period has been replaced by a more
laissez-faire economic model ascendent in the late twentieth century as redistributive
measures and the state's role in the economy have been reduced since 1982.26 Furthermore,
the concept of social democracy enabling equal political participation _Yseems to be an ideal
that distances itself from the Costa Rican reality more each day, and becomes instead a
simple procedure to elect governors within a framework of relative liberties, which are also
becoming more limited._27 In spite of some moves toward incorporating popular
organizations such as the development of housing in cooperation with the National Patriotic
Committee (COPAN),28 this pattern fits better with the elite pluralist tendency than with
that of citizen participation. 29 It is only faintly influenced by the popular Marxist or social
democratic tendency and then more so during the period before 1980 than since.30 Finally,
Howard Wiarda suggests that Costa Rica's large state sector has operated according to
corporatist patterns in its relations with labor, social security, peasants, and business.31
Without a renewal of the nation's commitment to social solidarity, it is difficult to imagine
howCsave through repressionCthe Costa Rican political economy, as presently fashioned,
can go forward very much further.
The other countries of Central America have much more limited experience with liberal
democracy, and in each case the military and the United States play preponderant roles
10

which give meaning to the phrases _democracia de fachada_ and _democracia restringida._ It
remains to be seen to what extent Honduras, El Salvador and Guatemala will develop
elements of political liberalism in their nations. Honduras has been characterized by a weak
indigenous elite vis à vis external actors and the military. Strong oligarchies and relatively
autonomous militaries have predominated in El Salvador and Guatemala with the added
dimension of racism as an _instrument of domination and exploitation of 60 percent of the
population_ in Guatemala.32 Post World War II commercialization of agriculture and light
industrialization resulted in rural dislocations and an expansion of the urban work force and
the middle class. However, with the exception of Costa Rica, people in these sectors did not
have access to political representation. 33 Ebel argues persuasively that corporatist structures
of interest representation permeate all of Central America. In his estimation they have been
weakest in Honduras due to the segmented nature of its power elites, but that began
changing in the 1980s as a result of the fast rate of U.S. militarization of the country.34 With
the exception of El Salvador with the return of leaders of the Democratic Revolutionary
Front (FDR) and the Farabundo Martí National Liberation Front (FMLN) to participate in
the legal political process and subsequent elections, there is clearly no Marxist influence
within any of the other countries' political systems. This does not mean that there is no
democracy possible without some variant of Marxism, only that a renewed commitment to
the socially excluded does appear to be a sine qua non if democracy is to find an enduring hold
in Central AmericaCas the Marxist and Christian left have insisted for a long time.
If competition is an important aspect of democracy, as it is for liberal democracy, then it
is important to focus on the social bases of those who are competing. _In order to provide
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some guarantee that a regime will be responsive to politicized social needs,_ according to
Shugart, _we must stress the criterion of participation or inclusiveness as a necessary
condition for democracy._35 With this in mind, it is significant to note that during the 1980s
the FDR-FMLN successfully undermined José Napoleon Duarte's social bases due to their
ability to organize and his inability to deliver promised reforms.36 Furthermore, the
development of an alternative power structure of local popular power began to show some
promise.37 Although the FMLN-led coalition did not perform as well as it had hoped in the
1994 elections, it did emerge as the party with the second highest vote count after the
National Republican Alliance (ARENA) in the elections for the presidency and the national
assembly and the FMLN won power in a number of municipal councils in ex-conflictive
zones such as in Suchitoto, Cuscatlan. 38 This was a hopeful sign for the political system
because it meant that, at least in El Salvador, popular sectors were ready and able to
participate in a regime of citizen participation, or even one of elite pluralism that would hold
open a realistic possibility of admitting popular participation. This isCin large
measureCwhat the struggle for democracy is about: finding peaceful ways that the popular
sectors can gain meaningful access to power.

4. Nicaragua in the 1990s
4.1. The Persistent External Sector
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Joseph Tulchin and Knut Walter suggest there has been a pattern in the United States'
attempts to _export democracy_ to Nicaragua which has conformed to an _iron law of
intervention._ According to them,
The iron law operates until and unless the U.S. government explicitly decides to limit its
intervention and to give up the policy objective of forcing democracy on the intervened
people. At that moment, the political forces in Nicaragua return to their traditional
patterns of behavior in which governance is organized by personalistic dealings rather
than by free expression of the popular will and in which power is considered a zero-sum
game, not to be shared or given up except under force. 39

Others observed a direct link between U.S. hostility toward the Sandinista regime and
_the reproduction of a militaristic and repressive state apparatus within Nicaragua._ Gearóid
Ó Tuathail, for example, cited the imposition of a military draft and military expansion which
_allowed the Sandinistas to widen repressive powers and crush any dissension it consider[ed]
dangerous._ Furthermore, he concluded, _While there [were] significant differences in
substance, the form of the contemporary Nicaraguan state [was] very similar to the
Nicaraguan state under Somoza._40 It is not necessary to agree with this comparison of the
Sandinista and Somocista regimes in order to note a relationship between foreign pressure
and domestic repression. 41
By 1990 every sitting Central American president had endorsed some form of standard
free-market economics while they had also cut public spending at a time when the process of
social marginalization and polarization was accelerating. Each of these presidents had been
supported as candidates by U.S. groups with National Endowment for Democracy (NED)
links.42 This suggests that in Central America, as elsewhere, regardless of the party in power
in Washington, the United States sought to impose its preferred versions of economic
liberalism while being less insistent upon political liberalization, except in so far as it would
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advance the cause of economic liberalism and/or perceived United States political or
economic interests.
There was a haunting consistency as well as simplicity to the Reagan regime's approach to
Nicaragua in this regard. As New York Times correspondent Stephen Kinzer noted,
_[Colonel Oliver] North was the ultimate example of what happens when policy planners
refuse to be guided by reality, and instead sift selectively in order to find facts that fit their
own views. This kind of contempt for truth tainted the Reagan administration's policies in
Central America, stacking the intelligence deck in favor of predetermined conclusions._43
For North, as for others determining the course of action from Washington, the Sandinistas
were Marxist Leninists and represented the threat of the expansion of communism in the
backyard patio of the United States. Ironically, this a priori judgement drove a policy which
became, in large measure, self-fulfilling. As the United States and the contras bore down
upon the Revolution, the revolutionaries became increasingly intolerant and repressive, until
finallyCbelieving relief to be at handCthey conformed to Washington's key requirements and
further liberalized their regime.
At the beginning of the decade of the eighties, John Carbaugh, an aide to North Carolina
Senator Jesse Helms, was successful in inserting in the Republican party platform a phrase to
_support the efforts of the Nicaraguan people to establish a free and independent
government_ by which Carbaugh intended to mean the overthrow of the Sandinista regime.44
As the decade drew to a close and Washington's attention was being drawn elsewhere, in
March of 1989, President Bush sounded a more pragmatic note with the conclusion of a
bipartisan accord that emphasized diplomacy over military pressure in United States14

Nicaraguan relations. _We do not claim the right to order the politics of Nicaragua,_ he said.
_That is for the Nicaraguan people to decide._45 The Bush regimeCparticularly as
represented by Secretary of State George SchultzCappeared to be entertaining the possibility
of accepting an elected socialist government in Central America. With the victory of Violeta
Chamorro, however, that intriguing proposition was never put to a test.
In the first two years of the new regime, United States aid flowed in moderate quantities
to help to pay the arrears on Nicaragua's national debt, to improve the country's balance of
payments and to back up a currency stabilization plan launched in March 1991. Despite
claims by the director of the U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID) in
Managua Janet Ballantyne that U.S. aid was given with no conditions, it was clear that
credits were being restricted to the larger export-oriented producers and that other monies
were being channeled into organizations deemed politically acceptable by the United States
government. The director noted with enthusiasm the appearance of the new shops that had
popped up recently around the city. USAID funds, she explained, normally went into
development projects, but due to the mess the Sandinistas had made of the economy, most
of the current aidCaround $552 million in the first two yearsCwas going to stabilize the
economy. However, a small portion, some eight million dollars in the 1990-1991 period and
a total of twenty million over four years, was marked for the promotion of grassroots
democracy so that the people could have a real say in their government. On the surface this
seemed similar to what Miguel D'Escoto of the Communal Movement expressed when he
spoke of the need to reinvigorate the political and social participation of the grassroots.
Could the process of concertación be broad enough to include both of these visions of
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participatory democracy? _The difference between D'Escoto's definition of democracy and
mine,_ the director explained, _is that he always talks about the people's rights without
wanting to talk about their responsibilities._46
In Ballantyne's opinion, there was a need for concertación, but the winners should remember
that they had won, and the losers should remember that they had lost. It would take time to
get the economy turned around, but the process had begun. That year Nicaragua would stop
being a net importer of rice. _The social sector never pulls the economic sector along with
it,_ she said. However, when queried about the combined rates of unemployment and
underemployment approaching sixty percent, the alarming rise of urban crime and domestic
violence in the nineties, and reports of incipient guerilla activity in the countryside, she
emphasized that it would take time for Nicaragua to get back on its feet. _In the meantime,_
she said, _the people cope, die and resort to violence._ But in the meantime, too, the
returning _Miami Boys_ were setting up shop in the new upscale malls filled with consumer
choices for the few who could afford to make them. At the same time, from the Rio
conference on development and the environment in June 1992, the insistent voice of a
persistent revolutionary sounded a note of reason.
Stop transferring to the third world the lifestyles and consumer habits that ruin the
environment. Make human life more rational. Adopt a just international economic
order. Use science to achieve sustainable development without pollution. Pay the
ecological debt instead of the foreign debt. Eradicate hunger and not humanity.
Now that the supposed threat of communism has disappeared and there is no more
pretext to wage cold wars or continue the arms race and military spending, who then is
preventing these resources from going immediately to promote third world development
and fight the ecological destruction threatening the planet? Enough of selfishness.
Enough of insensitivity, irresponsibility, and deceit. Tomorrow will be too late to do
what should have been done a long time ago. 47
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There clearly were conditions on U.S. aid to Nicaragua. By July 1992, Jesse Helms was
leading the charge, along with ten other senators, to suspend U.S. aid to the Chamorro
government. They reasoned that Chamorro's neoliberal economic reforms were insufficient
and that the Sandinistas retained too much power. The senators wrote, _We understand that
as many as 400 United States citizens have had their property confiscated in Nicaragua and
there is no evidence that these properties have been returned to their rightful owners....We
believe that the United States should not give aid to a government that refuses to respect
private property rights._ Furthermore, the senators opposed the aid on the grounds that the
Sandinistas _remain in control of the army, the police, immigration, customs, the legal
system and the country's only intelligence agency._48 Clearly, if the United States government
had evolved to a willingness to _let the Nicaraguan people decide_ who would be their
rulersCas President Bush had saidCit did not appear to be content to let those chosen rulers
rule without the benefit of continued U. S. tutelage.

4.2. Continuity and Change in the Transition

As Samuel Huntington notes, _Poverty is a principalCprobably the principalCobstacle to
democratic development._ According to him, _The future of democracy depends on the
future of economic development. Obstacles to economic development are obstacles to the
expansion of democracy._49 If he were simply to add to poverty the arrogance of external
control in the name of democracy, his case would be more credible. Yet, it is precisely the
international dimension of dictatorial controlCsanctioned and even demanded by powerful
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liberal regimesCwhich liberal treatments such as Huntington's leave out of the analysis of the
constitutive elements of democracy. In his sympathetic yet critical treatment of the
Revolution, Salman Rushdie opposed press censorship absolutely, debated the merits of the
process in his own mind and concluded that _imperfection, even the deep flaw of censorship,
did not constitute a justification for being crushed by a super-power's military and economic
force._50 What kind of democracy was this in which a people who had struggled under such
overwhelmingly adverse conditions to free themselves from the hindrances of United StatesSomoza domination, should triumph only to be crushed slowly and deliberately for their
efforts?
As noted by Morris Blachman and Kenneth Sharpe in 1992, _If we judge electoral politics
in Central America using formal procedural criteria drawn from Western European and North
American electoral and party systems, we conclude that all countries except Costa Rica and
to some extent Nicaragua are far from democratic._51 Sandinista practice seemed to borrow
more closely from the elite tendencies of Marxism and liberal democracy when those
tendencies appeared to offer the best ways to pursue their long term goals of popular
democracy. The Sandinistas had created not only a _mixed economy_; they had created a
new cultural mixture and a mixed polity in a world of increasing social segregation. In
contrast to conventional interpretations of revolutionary practice and official (anticommunist) versions of history, it was a mixture that had incorporated more influence of
liberal democracy than any of its northern neighbors in Central America.
The Nicaragua of the 1990s appears to be in a period that might be called one of a
_democratization of violence_ with various combinations of recontras and recompas forming
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revueltos and rejuntos being held in check by the national army under Sandinista command.
The stark contrast between rich and poor and the sharp deterioration of conditions for the
majority of Nicaraguans today is daunting. The viability of liberal democracy is doubtful in
this context. Huntington cites seven factors that have been present in past reversals:
1) the weakness of democratic values among key elite groups and the general public;
2) severe economic setbacks, which intensified social conflict and enhanced the
popularity of remedies that could be imposed only by authoritarian governments;
3) social and political polarization, often produced by leftist governments seeking the
rapid introduction of major social and economic reforms;
4) the determination of conservative middle-class and upper-class groups to exclude
populist and leftist movements and lower-class groups from political power;
5) the breakdown of law and order resulting from terrorism or insurgency;
6) intervention or conquest by a nondemocratic foreign power;
7) _reverse snowballing_ triggered by the collapse or overthrow of democratic systems in
other countries. 52

What are possible causes of reversal of democratic transitions in the 1990s? According to
Huntington, _systemic failures of democratic regimes to operate effectively,...sustained
inability to provide welfare, prosperity, equity, justice, domestic order, or external security
could over time undermine the legitimacy...of democratic government._53 Secondly, the
demonstration or _reverse snowballing_ effect of a series of authoritarian acts such as the
1991 Haitian coup, the attempted coup in Venezuela and the _auto-golpe_ in Peru in 1992
_could have ramifying effects even on other countries where those preconditions (for
democracy) are strong._54 Finally, _[i]f a nondemocratic state greatly increased its power and
began to expand beyond its borders, this too could stimulate authoritarian movements in
other countries._55 He continues with a variety of possibilities including religious
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fundamentalism, authoritarian nationalism, populist dictatorship, communal dictatorship,
and _electronic dictatorship,_ an interesting form of authoritarian rule _made possible and
legitimated by the regime's ability to manipulate information, the media, and sophisticated
means of communication._56 However, inadequate regime performance, the demonstration
effect of the authoritarian acts of others, and external abuse of powerCwhether by
nondemocratic or democratic foreign powers, although he does not account for the latterC,
are the three main factors he considers as probable causes of reversal of democratic
transitions. The extent to which these factors are present in the Nicaragua of the 1990s can
be seen in the process of concertación which began in the final years of Sandinista rule and
continued under the Chamorro regime.

4.3. The Politics of Concertación

The day of her inauguration, Violeta Chamorro proclaimed the primacy of liberal
democracy and announced her intention to reconcile the polarized Nicaraguan polity under
her leadership. As she put it,
There is no sovereignty without liberty. There is no justice without liberty. There will be
no Nicaragua without liberty because the soul and the reason for being of all
Nicaraguans is liberty. But liberty is also respect. Respect for the rights of others;
respect for law, respect for the conscience and opinions of others.57

One element of the _respect_ that she would show the Sandinistas would be her
recognition of the role they would have to play in maintaining social order and political
stability. Thus, General Humberto Ortega, brother of outgoing president Daniel Ortega,
would remain in command of the national armed forces for the time being. 58 Critics would
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charge that this diminished Nicaragua's liberal democratic credentials, but Nicaragua was
moving in a liberal democratic direction, however haltingly. To the surprise of many of their
adversaries, most Sandinistas accepted their new role of loyal opposition. To the surprise of
many Sandinistas, loosing state power at the ballot box brought new opportunities to
evaluate the experience of the decade past and to reconsider priorities and strategies for the
future without having to contend with the heavy weight of governing in troubled times.
Nicaragua's liberal democracy had come sooner and with different dimensions than most
Nicaraguans or outside observers had expected, but it had come. Nothing spoke more
eloquently of that achievement that the transfer of power which took place on 25 April 1990
with the inauguration of President Chamorro.
In the immediate aftermath of their electoral defeat in 1990, the Sandinistas spoke of
_governing from below._ As defeated candidate Daniel Ortega expressed the concept,
We were not born above, we were born below and we are accustomed to fighting and
struggling in front of our executioners, in front of our torturers. We are accustomed to
fighting and struggling from the prisons. Therefore, now that there is a popular power, a
revolutionary power, we are in much better condition, in the short term, to return to
govern this country from above.
The day that we return to govern from above will arrive because the FSLN with the
people of Nicaragua, will continue governing from below...
We will continue governing from below, and we will make them respect our rights. They
want to govern, fine, we have already given them the opportunity to govern, we have
passed on to them the charge and the charge is a very heavy one, we are going to see
how it goes for them.
They wanted the Front to be the opposition. Fine, we are the opposition and we are
going to defend this democracy so that the people can exercise its full right of opposition,
not to be an extreme or capricious opposition, but rather one against all that which goes
against the people, because we will not permit that to take place...
Brothers and sisters, we are going to continue this battle for democracy, for national
dignity, for Nicaragua, and we are going back to the neighborhoods, to the factories, to
the people, we will continue with the Face the People [meetings], because the FSLN
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[Sandinista National Liberation Front] was born in the people, is in the people, and never
will stop being in the people.59

Whatever lift the concept of governing from below might have given to the party faithful,
it lead some others to doubt the sincerity of the FSLN's professed willingness to cooperate in
a smooth transition of power and its acceptance of the voters' mandate that there be a
change in the national government. On the other hand, for those who felt that the context of
the elections had been unjust, unfair and profoundly undemocratic, the rhetoric of governing
from below offered a tangible way for people to maintain their own dignity and their hope in
a future based on the potential of popular participation in the affairs of the nation. This
relieved some of the pressure that might have acted as an obstacle to the transferral of the
reins of power to the Chamorro government. At the same time, an important process of
negotiation of the terms of the transition took place between the winners and losers of the
electionsCa process that led to substantive compromises which were reflected in the
Transition Accords. Key elements of these accords included respect for the Revolutionary
Constitution, the honoring of titles to property granted during Sandinista rule and the
continuity of Sandinista leadership in the armed forces and national police.60
During the first year of UNO rule the process of accommodation between the ChamorroLacayo faction of UNO and the pragmatic leadership of the FSLN culminated in a series of
understandings known as _concertación_ agreements, a term which connotes a coming together
in mutual compromise and cooperation for the common good of the nation. 61 As this process
deepened and weathered a series of strikes, the pragmatists within UNO and the FSLN
began to create the political space in which a new stabilizing politics of a reconstituted
political system could be played out.62 Interestingly, family ties seemed to be playing an
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important role in the politics of concertación, not only with respect to domestic political
cleavages, but inCa perhaps unexpectedCdefense of Nicaragua's national dignity.
The presence of notable families on both sides of the profound political fractures in
contemporary Nicaragua may...be understood as a moderating buffer against foreign
political pressures, particularly the virulent anti-Sandinismo expressed by agencies and
high-ranking officials of the US government. Family interconnections have woven a
defensive web over doña Violeta's government to confront pressures from US hardliners
to remove from the state, and above all from the army, every remnant of Sandinismo,
and to protect Sandinista cousins in their positions. Accordingly, what some observers
interpret as the FSLN's cooperation in the stabilization of doña Violeta's government is
made easier by those family links, or at least these links contribute to a reduction in the
intensity of confrontations. 63

In contrast to the old politics of polarization, recrimination and the continuation of
politics by other means, the new politics of concertación was planted in the composted soil of
national exhaustion with the realities of the recent past. Flanking the _centrists_ within
UNO and the FSLN were the extremists to the right and the left within the divided UNO
and the divided FSLN and beyond. These were the players who were still true believers in
their theories of history and still believed in the necessity of winning in a zero sum game of
annihilation of the enemy.
In the meantime, the centrists went forward, marching into terra incognita, trying against all
odds to construct something that would work; trying to find a middle path that would enable
Nicaraguans to produce as well as to consume, to benefit from as well as to contribute to
national development. As envío writers put it, they were trying to give neoliberalism a soul.
As the process of consultation between the Minister of the Presidency, Antonio Lacayo, and
the leadership of the FSLN became normal, speculation arose that the government and the
Sandinistas were engaged in a common project of _co-government._ Despite their evident
accommodation, both sides pointed to the lack of Sandinista cabinet members and insisted
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that their consultations fell far short of constituting a form of co-government. Nevertheless,
by mid-year 1992 they were approaching the creation of an institutional arrangement with
Sandinista participation in governmental commissions which would lead to national accords.
This quest, of course, seemed fraught with contradictions.
Looked at from the outside, it seems impossible that a revolutionary social force
politically committed to the popular sector of society and organized as a party could
enter into institutional agreements to share political responsibilities with a neoliberal
government committed to capital and big business. But despite the theoretical
incompatibility of the two projects, and the implicit risks for both the government and
the FSLN of a political strategy that conceals both projects, the waters seem to be
parting to make way for what some hopefully refer to as _revolutionary neoliberalism._64

Despite the hope for a neoliberalism that would incorporate the popular sectors into a
viable national project, the harsh reality remains that this process is circumscribed within the
limits set by foreign financial agencies as reflected by the policy prescriptions of the IMF. As
Lacayo has expressed it, _We are willing to incorporate the Sandinista reform proposals into
the plan and go forward with them, as long as the international lending agencies 'look with favor' on
them._65 However, this fiscal model tends to leave out the estimated 86 percent of the rural
population and 55 percent of urban inhabitants who are unable to satisfy their basic needs
while waiting for economic _take-off._ As former contra general staff officer and high level
negotiator, Rubén, put it in mid-1991, _Our peasants need health centers, they need schools,
they need financing, they need fair prices for their crops, they need roads. The problem is
that the government can't provide these things now. It's broke._66 From there, we re-enter
the logic of exaggerated social marginalization, social unrest, political mobilization, political
exclusion and apocalypse. Important sectors of former contras, alienated from the Chamorro
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government and at the margins of the concertación, have declared their intentions to form a
political party which would attract demobilized Sandinistas,
based on the common peasant identity...a party of the poor, the plebeian masses, the
mestizos, the peasants, the chapiollos [hicks], those who risked and gave their lives, health
and fortunes independently of the banners imposed by the rich, white, cultured urbanite
gentlemen from either side, who are familia to one another and who hold control of
government institutions both then and now.67

Despite the politics of exhaustion and the palpable will to reconcile the nation, often
expressed within families that had split their thought and behavior during the eighties, for
some it was difficult to think that much had really changed from the status quo ante. With
Nicaraguan vocabulary continuing to grow by the invention of new words such as recontras,
recompas, revueltos, and rejuntos, it was possible for one United States journalist to conclude,
New violence was brewing. To me it looked as though low-level warfare could become
endemic. The emergence of the re-contras had served to underline just how little the
contra war had accomplished. After a decade of fighting, Nicaragua suffered from all
the maladies that had plagued it a decade earlier: elite rule, police corruption and abuse,
land hunger, illiteracy, contagion. In the U.S. view, the war that made Washington feel
good had come to a storybook conclusion. But in Nicaragua, it was proving harder to
move on; the contra war would remain the nation's frame of reference for years to
come.68

Beginning in 1992 through the middle of the decade, it was difficult to see how Nicaragua's
concertación could hold together. It was becoming more and more contradictory. In mid-1992
army troops under the command of General Humberto Ortega were forcing landless peasants
off of large farms which were being returned to previous owners and they were using force to
dislodge workers occupying state factories.69 Anticipating a new name in place of the
_Sandinista Popular Army,_ Rafael Solís explained, _It is very important that the United
States have the perception that this is a national army that will maintain order._70 As the
army paired down to between 18,500 and 27,000 troops and became more professional, it
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looked less Sandinista than Ortegista, but it seemed that the man who headed it would
probably withstand calls from the political right for his resignation. 71 He had already won the
apparent approval of then U.S. Secretary of State, James Baker. 72
The concertación had differential impacts. Many of the 60,000 discharged soldiers looked
with resentment upon a number of their former high-ranking officers who had retired as large
landowners or owners of companies. As a veteran with eleven years of military service
expressed it, _At Christmas we asked for some food from the army and we got nothing. We
have received more support from Violeta than from the EPS [Sandinista Popular Army]. The
government gave us rice, beans, sugar and a toy per family. The army has turned its back on
us. I feel betrayed._73 Yet, the Sandinistas had a history of pragmatism and the Ortegas
came out of the most pragmatic wing of the FSLN. Perhaps this cooperation with the
government was simply the most sober and prudent reflection of an evolving Sandinista
reading of the historical moment rendered to date. At the same time, President Chamorro
was coming under the coordinated pressure of her Vice President, Virgilio Godoy, National
Assembly president Alfredo César, and Managua mayor Arnoldo Alemán in the form of a
_technical coup_ in an effort to force her to dismiss General Ortega and to pass a new
property law which would return property deeded during Sandinista rule to its previous
owners. The ultimate aim of this alliance of forces reportedly was to force Violeta's
resignation which would open the door to a Godoy presidency.74 Alternatively, rumors
circulating in Managua in 1992 suggested that this group might call for early elections in
1994 rather than as scheduled in 1996.75
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The regime's moves to bring the economic model into line with general standards
approved by the prevailing international consensus seemed to require yet greater social
sacrifice and political repression, making the legitimacy of the liberal parliamentary process
more difficult to discern for large and growing sectors of the population. 76 As polarization
deepened toward the end of 1992, General Humberto Ortega reflected on the precarious
nature of post-revolutionary politics, _In Nicaragua there is a cult of war and arms,_ he said,
_and if there is no way out of the serious political-social situation, it could lead to a new
violent and anarchic outbreak, increasingly dangerous for the nation's stability._77 By year's
end, President Chamorro had dismissed National Assembly president Alfredo César and
installed a provisional board of directors as Governance Minister Alfredo Mendieta posted
police at the House of Government to block entry until new Assembly leaders could be
elected in the new year. 78 As 1993 began, nine UNO dissidents, identified as centrists,
joined with the 39 Sandinistas in the National Assembly to elect Socialist Party member
Gustavo Tablada to replace Alfredo César as Assembly president while 1,000 UNO
demonstrators marched outside protesting the election as a masquerade and demanding the
resignation of Presidency Minister Lacayo as well as that of President Chamorro. 79
Meanwhile, a new regime was coming to power in Washington led by a president who
employed a North American version of the rhetoric of concertación, making references to a new
covenant of shared sacrifice which could not be readily deciphered. Beyond his support for
the North American Free Trade Agreement, the new U.S. president said little about his
policies toward Latin America, and he appeared unsure of whom to appoint as under
secretary of state for the region. Nevertheless, his election signaled the end of the Reagan27

Bush years and gave some relief to an embattled liberal democratic center which sought to
establish a new center of gravity to provide stability to the Nicaraguan political system. 80 At
the close of the December 1994 Summit of the Americas, however, President Clinton
invoked the _spirit of Miami_ as if all good things would come together, but amidst that
rarified rhetoric of hope, it was difficult to find substantive and effective commitments to the
hemisphere's poorCthe very key to a lasting transition to democracy.

5. Conclusion

While it is important to recognize that each Central American country has its own
particular history and its uniquely national search for an appropriate democracy, it is equally
important to recall that each of the five Central American republics shares much in common.
Although much better situated and prepared, even the exception of Costa Rica's liberal
democracy cannot escape this reality.81 The rule in Central America has been one of
oligarchy-led, militarily enforced and U.S. backed regimes which have ruled over deeply
divided societiesCprime examples of exclusionary corporatism (sometimes with a veneer of
elite pluralism to fashion democracias de fachada). Increasingly today, the proclivity of
extranational institutions to dictate liberal economic and punishing social policies threatens
the ability of would-be social democracies from living up to the first part of their name. If
this trend continues, there will likely be a temptation to use armed force in Costa Rica; the
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incipient efforts at political liberalization in northern Central America will be challenged as
the levels of urban street violence, hemorrhagic dengue fever and rural insecurity continue to
rise; and the new Central American exception of Nicaragua's liberal democracyCmade
possible by a revolutionary rupture with the past followed by a process of national
reconciliationCcould become increasingly difficult to differentiate from a revised and
updated form of SomocismoCa modified exclusionary corporatism with elections.82
An alternative conclusion would observe that the revolutionary rupture with the past
appears not to have been as complete as initially thought, hoped or feared. Similarly, the
recurring manifestations of pre-revolutionary political patterns are likely to be less definitive
than expected, feared or hoped. If so, then a narrow opening can be found between the
complete victories imagined by the protagonists of the Central American political traditions
discussed hereCan opening of partial victories through which Nicaraguans could pass as they
reach for a new consensus based not on the premise that the winners take all, but on the
national certainty that all must be winners.83
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control of the central government_ (_Nicaragua: The Limits of...,_ p. 119).
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Inter Press Service, _Nicaragua: Chamorro Shrugs Off 'Technical' Coup,_ newsdesk, edp.englibrary, August 10, 1992.

75 However, by 1994 conservative opponents focused on passage of a new law that would prohibit Antonio Lacayo
from succeeding Violeta in the presidency by virtue of their family ties. See John Otis, _Nicaragua Debates Whether
Love, Politics can Mix,_ Miami Herald, 9 July 1994, p. 17A.

Instituto Histórico Centroamericano, _The Social Tidal Wave,_ envío, Managua, Volume 11, Number 136, November
1992, pp. 7-9. In an evaluation of the government's response to pressures from the IMF, the World Bank, and the United
States government, the authors concluded, _The government could get a technical 'A,' but in social conduct it is a flunk-out.
According to United Nations data, 53% of the economically active population are under- or unemployed; 70% of all
Nicaraguans have trouble satisfying their most basic needs; infant mortality is 71.8 per 1,000 live births; social security only
covers 18% of the employed population; rural illiteracy is an estimated 40%; 3 out of 4 Nicaraguans do not have access to
sewage services or even latrines; 62.5% have inadequate housing and no consistent access to potable water; 12.5% live in
dangerously overcrowded conditions; and 70% have a calorie intake below the minimum considered necessary for normal
development_ (4).
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nicanetny, NY Nica News Update #146, November 15, 1992.
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nicanetny, NY Nica News Update #153, January 3, 1993.

Others elected to Assembly leadership were Sandinista Reinaldo Antonio Téfel, first vice president; Liberals Iván
Salvador Madrid and Guillermo Chavarris, second and third vice presidents, respectively; Conservative Frank Duarte, first
secretary; and Sandinistas Ray Hooker and Marcia Quezada, second and third secretaries, respectively. See nicanetny, NY
Nica News Update #155, January 18, 1993.
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80 Clinton's apparent first choice for the Assistant Secretary position for Latin America, Mario Baeza, was defeated by
conservative opposition led by Jorge Mas Canosa and the Cuban American National Foundation. Clinton then settled on
Alexander Watson for the position. By 1994, Watson and United States Ambassador to Nicaragua John Maisto had worked
out what they referred to as a policy of _constructive neutrality_ over the objections of North Carolina senator Jesse Helms.
See Arnie Matlin, personal notes of Sister Cities Conference '94 keynote address by Xavier Gorostiaga, July 21, 1994,
ahmatlingvcp in igc:carnet.sisters, August 2, 1994.
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81See Richard L. Millett, _Central America's Enduring Conflicts,_ Current History, Volume 93, Number 581, March
1994, p. 124.

Of course, something similar could also be developing in the northern Central American cases, but revolutionaries have
neither held nor relinquished national power there and their experience with liberal democracy is more limited than even that
of Nicaragua. If Nicaragua's identification as a liberal democracy is tentative and qualified, it is too early to make equivalent
claims in Honduras, El Salvador or Guatemala.
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Brian Meeks' discussion of Roberto Mangabeira Unger's, False Necessity: Anti-Necessitarian Theory in the Service of
Radical Democracy, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1987 is useful in this regard. What is needed, he concludes in
his Caribbean Revolutions and Revolutionary Theory: An Assessment of Cuba, Nicaragua and Grenada, New York:
MacMillan Caribbean, 1993, is _an 'anti-necessitarian' approach, which neither treats social reality as inevitable nor
determined by a pre-ordained agenda of possible change_ (37), but rather _a more flexible multi-layered and cumulative
approach to change...a window which may look out in many possible directions, including one opening towards greater
disentrenchment_ (40).
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